BOOK LIST FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021
FORM ONE

ENGLISH

- A Compilation of Poetry and Drama (To be purchased from the College- $22.00).
- Oxford English Dictionary.

FRENCH

- Expo 1 by Jon Meier & Gill Ramage – Heinemann.

GENERAL SCIENCE


MATHEMATICS

- Geometry Set, Graph Book & 30cm Ruler.

MUSIC

- Master Theory Workbook, Grade 1 by Charles Peter & Paul Yoder.
- 1 pair of Tenor Pan Sticks.
- A portable instrument of choice (recorder, guitar, flute) and accompanying book.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

- Physical Education Workbook Theory & Practical by Omari G.

SPANISH

- Dime 1 Student’s Book by Series Editor Jeanette Allsopp – Macmillan Publishers.

SOCIAL STUDIES

VISUAL ARTS

Drawing

● Sketch Pad (14”x17”).
● Blank Art Journal (5½” x 8”).
● 6B Drawing Pencil.
● Sharpener.
● Charcoal Pencil Medium (3).
● Blending Stick.
● Kneadable Eraser.
● White Eraser.
● Tracing Paper.
● Micron Pen 0.05
● Reeves Oil Pastel (12 pack).
● 2 Orange Legal Size Folders.

Painting and Mixed Media

● Reeves Acrylic 12 pack.
● Assorted Brush Set.
● Palette.
● Tracing Paper.
● 1 Rag.
● 1 Container for water.

Sculpting

● Local Potter’s Clay.
● Clay Tools (1 set).

(Art supplies are available at Arnim’s Framing Solutions, Maraval)

GENERAL

❖ QRC Home Work Notebook (compulsory) – On sale at the College.
❖ QRC Notepad (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
❖ 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 - Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school.
❖ General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
❖ One notebook is required for each subject.
BOOKLIST FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021
FORM TWO

ENGLISH

● Short Story Booklet (To be purchased from the College).
● Shakespeare’s Plays - A Dramatic Anthology for Lower Secondary by Rodney Yamin-Ali & James Tan Caribbean Educational Publishers (From Form One).
● A Compilation of Poetry and Drama (From Form One).

FRENCH

● Expo 1 by Jon Meier & Gill Ramage – Heinemann (From Form One).
● Expo 2 Rouge by Jon Meier & Gill Ramage – Heinemann.

GENERAL SCIENCE


GEOGRAPHY

● Geographical Skills for Secondary Schools Lower Level by Dindial Selochan – World Class Printing Service.
● One Flash Drive.

HISTORY


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

● Information Technology for CSEC Examinations 2nd Ed by Campbell & Howard – Macmillan.
**MATHEMATICS**
- Volume One Mathematics A Complete Course with CXC Questions by Raymond Toolsie – Caribbean Educational Publishers. *(From Form 1)*
- Geometry Set, Graph Book & 30 cm ruler.
- A Scientific Calculator.

**MUSIC**
- Master Theory Workbook Grade 2 by Charles Peters & Paul Yoder.
- A portable instrument *(From Form One)*.
- 1 pair of Tenor Pan Sticks - *(From Form One)*.

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION**
- Physical Education Workbook Theory and Practical by Omari G. *(From Form One)*.

**SPANISH**

**VISUAL ARTS**

**Drawing**
- Sketch Pad (14"x17").
- Blank Art Journal (5½" x 8").
- 6B Drawing Pencil.
- Sharpener.
- Charcoal Pencil Medium (3).
- Blending Stick.
- Kneadable Eraser.
- White Eraser.
- Tracing Paper.
- Micron Pen .05
- Reeves Oil Pastel (12 pack).

**Painting and Mixed Media**
- Reeves Acrylic 12 pack.
- Assorted Brush Set.
- Palette.
- Tracing Paper.
- 1 Rag.
- 1 Container for water.

**Sculpting**
- Local Potter’s Clay.
- Clay Tools (1 set).

*(Art supplies are available at Arnim’s Framing Solutions, Maraval)*
GENERAL

❖ QRC Home Work Notebook (compulsory) – On sale at the College.
❖ QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
❖ 1 ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 – Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school.
❖ General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
❖ One notebook is required for each subject.
❖ 2 Green Legal-size folders
BOOKLIST FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021
FORM THREE

ENGLISH
● English for All - Book 3 by Narinesingh & Seetahal- Maraj - Datazone Publ. Co. Ltd.
● Shakespeare’s Plays - A Dramatic Anthology for Lower Secondary - Tan Yamin Ali – Caribbean Educational Publishers (From Form Two).
● Animal Farm by George Orwell - Heinemann/Longman/Penguin.
● A Compilation of Poetry and Drama (From Form Two).

FRENCH
● Expo 2 Rouge by Jon Meier & Gill Ramage – Heinemann (From Form 2).

GEOGRAPHY
● Caribbean Environmental Geography for Lower Secondary School by Vohn Rahil – Caribbean Educational Publishers - From Form 2
● Geography Skills for Secondary Schools by MC Clarke & NES Lee with Sheldon Bleasdell

HISTORY
● CXC Study Guide Caribbean History for CSEC by Dr. Deane Morton-Gittens – Oxford University Press.

MATHEMATICS
● Volume One Mathematics A Complete Course with CXC Questions by Raymond Toolsie – Caribbean Educational Publishers. (From Form 2)
● Geometry Set, Graph Book, 30cm ruler & Scientific Calculator.

MUSIC
● Master Theory Workbook Grade 3 by Charles Peter & Paul Yoder.
● An instrument of choice (From Forms One and Two).
● 1 pair of Tenor Pan Sticks (From Forms One & Two).

BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS
SPANISH

SOCIAL STUDIES

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
● Physical Education Workbook Theory and Practical by Omari G. (From Forms One and Two).

VISUAL ARTS

Drawing
● Sketch Pad (14”x17”).
● Blank Art Journal (5½” x 8”).
● 6B Drawing Pencil.
● Sharpener.
● Charcoal Pencil Medium (3).
● Blending Stick.
● Kneadable Eraser.
● White Eraser.
● Tracing Paper.
● Micron Pen .05
● Reeves Oil Pastel (12 pack).

Painting and Mixed Media
● Reeves Acrylic 12 pack.
● Assorted Brush Set.
● Palette.
● Tracing Paper.
● 1 Rag.
● 1 Container for water.

Sculpting
● Local Potter’s Clay.
● Clay Tools (1 set).

(Art supplies are available at Arnim’s Framing Solutions, Maraval)

GENERAL
❖ QRC Home Work Notebook (compulsory) – On sale at the College.
❖ QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
❖ 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 – Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school.
❖ General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
❖ One notebook is required for each subject area.
❖ 2 Blue Legal-size folders.
QUEEN’S ROYAL COLLEGE

BOOKLIST FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021

FORMS 4 & 5

ENGLISH A

- English for All – Examination Level by Narinesingh & Seetahal-Maraj – Datazone Ltd.
- New Mastering CSEC English A (Practice Exercises in Multiple Choice and Written Expression with SBA guidelines) by Romeo Guness – Benco Printing and Publishing Co.

ENGLISH B

- A World of Poetry by Hazel Simmons by Mc Donald et al. – Heinemann
- The Tempest with CSEC Notes – Nelson Thornes Shakespeare for CSEC – Oxford University Press.

ADDITIONAL MATHEMATICS

- Geometry Set, Graph book, 30 cm ruler & Scientific Calculator.

MATHEMATICS

- Volume Two, Mathematics A Complete Course by Raymond Toolsie – Caribbean Educational Publishers. (This book will be provided to students by the school at the beginning of the school year).
- Geometry Set, Graph book, 30 cm ruler & Scientific Calculator.

FRENCH

- Collins French Dictionary & Grammar.

SPANISH

- ¿Qué hay? Para CSEC Workbook.
- Collins Spanish Dictionary.

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS

**PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS**
- CSEC Principles of Business Multiple Choice Tests Topic by Topic by Nalini Maharaj.
- 1 Note Book.

**ECONOMICS**
- Economics for CSEC Examinations by Patricia Gopie – Macmillan.
- Note book, Graph Book & Calculator.

**BIOLOGY**
- 0.5 HB Mechanical pencil.
- Clean white eraser.
- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from Science Dept. at school.**

**CHEMISTRY**
- Chemistry Explained - A CXC Concise Course by Joanne Nazir – Caribbean Educational Publishers.
- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from Science Dept. at school.**

**PHYSICS**
- Physics for CXC by Lewis-Dos Santos, Lambert & Samuel – Heinemann.
- Lab Book – **Must be purchased from the Science Dept. at school.**

**SOCIAL STUDIES**
- Social Studies Multiple Choice Test, topic by topic by Vernelle Richards & Dalier John – Genesis Books.

**CARIBBEAN HISTORY**

**GEOGRAPHY**
- Geography for CSEC – A CXC Study Guide.
- Geography Skills for Secondary Schools 2014 edition by M C Clarke & NES Lee with Sheldon Bleasdale (From Form Three).
- Geography for CSEC Examinations by Neil E. Sealey – Macmillan (From Form Three).
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

- Information Technology for CSEC Examinations 2nd Edition by Campbell & Howard – Macmillan (From Form Two).

VISUAL ARTS

The Art teacher will provide the list of materials at the beginning of the term.

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Engineering and Building Students

- Personal Computer (Check specifications for AutoCAD, 2018, 2019 or 2020 version).
- External Computer Mouse.
- Memory stick minimum 8 GB.
- 2 Plastic Folders (Letter size).
- 1 2-Subject notebook.
- 1 ream of White Copy Paper 11” ×17” for printing of assignments.

Building Students ONLY:

- Drafting Principles and Practices by Michael L. Duncan.

Engineering Students ONLY:


PHYSICAL EDUCATION

- Physical Education and Sports by Kenny Kitsingh – Caribbean Educational Publishers.

MUSIC

- Manuscript Paper or Laptop with music score notation software.
- Master Theory Workbook Grades 4 and 5 by Charles Peters & Paul Yoder.
- An instrument of choice and accompanying book.

GENERAL

❖ QRC Home Work Notebook (compulsory) – On sale at the College
❖ QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
❖ 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 - Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school
❖ General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
❖ One notebook is required for each subject area
❖ One 8.5 x 14 Note book for English S.B.A Record Keeping
❖ 4 Long Manila Folders
❖ 2 Red Legal-size folders
STUDENTS MUST CONSULT WITH SUBJECT TEACHERS BEFORE PURCHASING TEXTBOOKS.

ACCOUNTING
- Accounting for CAPE 2nd Edition by Randall, James et al. – Cambridge University Press.
- Accounting Principles by Weygandt, Kieso & Kimmel (Reference Text).

APPLIED MATHEMATICS
- Complete Advanced Level Mathematics Discrete & Decision by Bloomfield & Stevens – Nelson Thornes.

ART & DESIGN
- List to be provided by Subject Teacher.

BIOLOGY
- Biology for CAPE Examinations Unit 1 by M. Ramesar, M. Jones & G. Jones – Cambridge University Press.
- Biology for CAPE Examinations Unit 2 by M. Ramesar, M. Jones & G. Jones – Cambridge University Press.
- An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.
- 0.5 HB Mechanical pencil.
- Clean white eraser.

BUSINESS STUDIES
- Management of Business for CAPE Examinations by Jerome Pitterson – Macmillan.
  * Subject Teacher will advise students of additional resources.

CARIBBEAN STUDIES
- CAPE Caribbean Studies Self Study Guide.
- 1 3-Ring binder with loose QRC Folder pages.
CHEMISTRY

• Chemistry for CAPE by Susan Maraj & Arnold Samai – Caribbean Educational Publishers.
• An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

• Collins CAPE Revision Guide Communication Studies by Natalee Cole & Brenda Lee Browne.

ECONOMICS

• Oxford Revision Guides AS & A Level Economics through Diagrams by A. Gillespie – OUP.
• CAPE Economics Unit 1- Comprehensive Economics for Caribbean Students 2nd Edition by Edward Bahaw.
• CAPE Economics Unit 2- Comprehensive Economics for Caribbean Students 2nd Edition by Edward Bahaw.
• Graph Book & Calculator.

FRENCH

• Un Papillon dans la Cité by Gisèle Pineau.
• La Chute by Albert Camus.
• Pays sans chapeau by Dany Laferrière.
• Les mains sales by Jean-Paul Sartre.

(All Literature Texts can be ordered from Blue Edition Bookshop (223-6921)

GEOGRAPHY

• Geography – An Integrated Approach by David Waugh – Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. (This text will be provided to students by the school.)
• Geography for CAPE Unit 1 - A CXC Study Guide – Nelson Thornes.
• CAPE Unit 1 New Integrated Geography by Sheldon Bleasdell – Caribbean Educational Publishers.

HISTORY

• Caribbean Slavery in the Atlantic World – A Student Reader edited by V. Shepherd & H. Beckles – Ian Randle Publishers.
• Atlantic Interactions: A Textbook for CAPE History Students by David Browne – Ian Randle Publishers.

LITERATURES IN ENGLISH

Lower Sixth (Unit 1)

• The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare – Arden.
• A House for Mr. Biswas by V.S.Naipaul – Penguin.
• Selected Poems by Wilfred Owen. (To be purchased from the English Dept. at school)
• Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie – Anchor Book
LITERATURES IN ENGLISH

Upper Sixth (Unit 2)

- Anthony and Cleopatra by William Shakespeare – Arden Shakespeare.
- Selected Poems by Lorna Goodison.

PHYSICS

- An enclosed plastic folder with dividers.

PURE MATHEMATICS

- Pure Mathematics Unit 1 CAPE Examinations by Dipchan Bahall.
- Pure Mathematics Unit 2 CAPE Examinations by Dipchan Bahall.

SOCIOLOGY

- Sociology for CAPE Examinations by Jenifer Mohammed – Macmillan.

SPANISH

- Mastering CAPE Spanish Paper 1: Listening by Sally Seetahal Mohammed.
- Cuentos de Eva Luna by Isabel Allende.
- El coronel no tiene quien le escriba by Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
- La Casa en Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros.
- Como Agua Para Chocolate by Laura Esquivel.

(All Literature Texts can be ordered from Blue Edition Bookshop (223-6921)

Other compulsory requirements:

- Three note books or 1 three-subject notebook.

GENERAL

- QRC Home Work Notebook (compulsory) – On sale at the College
- QRC Notepads (For submission of assignments and exams) – On sale at the College.
- 1 Ream of White Copy Paper 8½”x 11½” or $35.00 - Must be handed in to Form Teacher on the first day of school
- General stationery: pens, pencils, ruler, eraser, etc.
- 2 Yellow Legal-size folders